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ABSTRACT
Adapting the visual designs of websites to a local target audience can be beneficial, because such design localization increases users’ appeal, trust, and work efficiency. Yet designers often find it difficult to decide when to adapt and how to adapt the designs, mainly because there are currently no guidelines that describe common website designs in various countries. We contribute the first large-scale analysis of 80,901 website designs across 44 countries, made available via an interactive web-based design catalog. Using computational image metrics to compare the ~2,000 most visited websites per country, we found significant differences between several design aspects, such as a website’s colorfulness, visual complexity, the number of text areas and the average saturation of colors. Our results contribute a snapshot of web designs that users in 44 countries frequently see, showing that the design of websites with a global reach are more homogenized compared to local websites between countries.
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INTRODUCTION
Design localization involves adapting visual aspects of a user interface to other countries, such as the layout and overall aesthetics, beyond simply changing the language [24]. The process is time-consuming and expensive [48], but research has shown that it is worthwhile [52, 17]. In particular, research has demonstrated that people in different countries have varying visual preferences for website designs [50] and that adapting the visual designs of websites to specific countries and cultures can improve user satisfaction and work efficiency [49].

However, companies and designers face two challenges when deciding whether and how to pursue design localization. First, they need to decide whether localizing their website is indeed needed: Do the website designs in a specific country differ from those in their own? To inform their decision, they may turn to the literature, which offers contradictory findings. While some studies found that aesthetic preferences and website designs differ between countries [50, 41, 10, 13], research has also found that the design of university websites does not significantly differ between countries, and that “rather than being a forum for different cultures, the Web has promoted the emergence of a cosmopolitan online culture” [55]. One problem is that prior results are based on subjective analyses of small samples of websites and usually focus on specific website categories. For example, Stenger et al. [55], who found that web designs across countries do not significantly differ, analyzed 40 university websites for each of four cultural dimensions from 10 countries. Cyr and Trevor-Smith [13], who found many differences between website designs, compared 90 municipal sites from three countries. Prior comparisons rarely factored in what Internet users mostly see (i.e., what the most popular websites are), and are often too old to be a reliable source of information. To help companies and designers decide whether to pursue design localization, a large-scale study of current website designs is needed.

Second, if designers decide to adapt their websites, they still need to find out what design elements to change. They can turn to marketing reports that provide an overview of competitors (e.g., [40]), but these reports do not include concrete design guidelines. The same holds for literature that has reported on design differences between countries (e.g., [14]), which, for the most part, only provides fuzzy design guidelines derived from comparisons between few countries.

To fill this gap, we analyzed a data sample of 80,901 websites from 44 countries, including the ~2,000 most visited URLs per country. To enable objective comparisons between website designs, we quantified each website’s aesthetics by computing a set of 32 image metrics, such as the colorfulness, visual complexity, the number of image and text areas, and the saturation of colors.

Our findings show significant differences between the visual design of the ~2,000 most visited websites per country and that the design of websites with a global reach are much more homogenized compared to local websites between countries. More specifically, we make the following contributions:
Website design diversity across 44 countries: Our work shows that, broadly, website designs are different across countries; however, websites with a global reach (i.e., websites that have users from multiple countries) usually do not significantly localize their designs, while being among the most popular in every country. The results suggest that (1) adapting web designs to the visual norms of a specific country is needed in some cases, but that (2) a website’s purpose, reputation, and network effect can trump the need for design localization.

Tangible design guidelines for specific countries: Using computational image metrics, we conducted quantitative comparisons between the designs of the most popular websites from 44 countries to detect visual differences. The results can help designers determine how to localize the designs of their websites.

A website design catalog: We developed an interactive tool, available at http://www.juxtapose.labinthewild.org, that provides access to our library of website screenshots and their corresponding image metric scores (e.g., the website’s average saturation). Users can browse and sort the data to compare how specific image metrics manifest themselves in the website designs in different countries.

A snapshot of current web design: Our analysis and public dataset (available at http://www.juxtapose.labinthewild.org) provide the foundation for future research, such as conducting a longitudinal analysis to determine changes in web designs on a global level or between countries.

RELATED WORK

Aesthetic appeal is a fundamental visual design goal and an important factor in the decision making of website visitors [56]. It influences their ability to build trust [35], their willingness to further engage [44], their mental workload [5], and their purchase intentions [16, 22]. A positive aesthetic judgment was also found to increase the perceived credibility of websites [52]. In combination with good usability, aesthetics facilitate the evaluation of content, resulting in faster reaction times [30]. Clear and orderly designs, as described with the notion of classical aesthetics [33] have been found to improve perceived usability [57]. Similarly, expressive aesthetics describe creative and novel designs, which can invoke curiosity due to a perceived novelty of the site [33].

Website Design and Design Preferences Between Countries

Prior work has mostly compared websites at a small scale. For example, Callahan [6] compared 20 university websites from 8 countries and found similarities in the layout, structure, and differences in the use of graphical elements like colors, images and animations. Marcus and Gould [41] examined websites from 10 different countries and produced guidelines for the design localization of websites based on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. These guidelines were only partly confirmed by Goyal et al. [19] when comparing governmental websites from 5 countries. While Goyal et al. found similar differences in the design between websites in the US and China, they did not find the design guidelines confirmed for Brazil, Russia and India. In particular, the website samples from Brazil, Russia, and India did not have as many images as Marcus and Gould’s guidelines suggested. They also did not have a high number of internal links, which Marcus and Gould found common in Russia and India. Such differences in findings are likely due to changing designs over time (Marcus and Gould’s study was published in 2000, while Goyal’s study is from 2012), a focus on specific website categories (e.g., Goyal et al. analyzed only governmental websites), and due to insufficiently large and representative website samples overall. Our work addresses these concerns by analyzing a large number of different website categories, comparing the designs between several countries, and contributing an updated snapshot of webdesign trends.

In contrast to the work mentioned above that compared existing websites, researchers have also analyzed how visual preferences might differ between countries. For example, Canadians were shown to prefer less colorful interface designs than do Nigerians [47]. Similarly, Cyr [12] found significant differences between the visual preferences of users from eight countries. Reinecke and Gajos [50] confirmed and extended these findings by studying the visual preferences of around 40,000 participants from more than 200 countries. Their work resulted in quantified models of visual appeal that can predict a person’s visual preference for a given website depending on the person’s country, age, gender, and education level. Researchers have also found that preferences can be influenced by a person’s prior experience with and exposure to design [20, 8], suggesting that visual preferences are dynamically changing over time. This is also suggested by the results of a recent analysis on the evolution of website design over the last decades [7]. The findings confirm that people tend to like designs that they have been previously exposed to – an exposure effect that means that familiar designs might be more likely to be perceived as appealing compared to unknown designs [61].

To cater to such diverse visual preferences, research suggests to not only localize a website’s language, but also its design [24, 48]. One way to achieve this is by referring to the aforementioned design guidelines (e.g. [41, 10]), which compared websites from different countries and cultures. However, these studies were usually based on small samples and are often outdated given that website designs change over time [7]. Designers can also find information about country-specific design preferences in marketing reports [46], online magazines [53], handbooks [34, P. 71-76] and blogs [4]. However, these resources usually provide vague guidelines, such as “If your core market is any of the Arabic countries, bear in mind that they read right to left.”

Quantification of Website Design

Due to the intangible nature of the design guidelines discussed above, researchers have increasingly attempted to quantify aesthetics in order to predict individual visual preferences [54, 62, 43, 2]. For example, Reinecke and Gajos [50] collected 2.4 million visual appeal ratings from people with diverse demographic and geographic backgrounds and correlated these ratings with a number of image metrics pertaining to the visual complexity and colorfulness of websites. Their results include quantified website design guidelines according to what people find most appealing. Our work aims to extend this work by
showing what website designs Internet users are currently most frequently exposed and analyzing how this might differ from people’s visual preferences.

A DATASET AND TOOL FOR WEBSITE COMPARISONS
To enable statistical comparisons of website designs between countries, we first collected a dataset of website URLs from 44 countries, took screenshots of these websites, and quantified their visual design with computational image metrics. To facilitate a visual analysis of the screenshots, including comparisons of specific image metrics between countries, we additionally built a web-based tool. We will describe these different steps and artifacts in the following sections.

Dataset of Website URLs
To compare the designs of the most frequently visited websites between a variety of countries, we purchased a dataset of the top 2000 website rankings for each of 44 countries listed in Figure 2 using the API provided by the Alexa Top Sites (ATS) service [26]. We chose the same 44 countries studied in [50] to allow comparisons between their results (which focused on differences between users' visual preferences) and our own study (which focuses on what designs users are exposed to). We additionally decided to cap the number of websites at 2000 per country to obtain a large enough sample to include both more and less visited sites (given that the average user visits less than 100 websites in a month [9]).

The dataset includes several metrics that enable us to define popularity scores on both a country and a global level: First, the popularity rank and access frequency on a global and a country level enable us to distinguish between websites which are popular only within a country and those which reach a global audience (e.g., a website from one provider which is popular in numerous countries). The ATS service provides statistically meaningful numbers for rankings above rank 100,000 since the data quality and therefore accuracy of the rank formula increases or decreases synchronously to the traffic of a website. The data is derived from website owners who use the ATS service and millions of Internet users who installed browser extensions which collect Internet usage data, like the Alexa Toolbar [25]. The popularity rank on a global and country level is aggregated from a website’s unique visitor count and the URL requests made by individual users. Higher combinations of both numbers lead to higher ranks. To enable an efficient comparison of a country’s global reach, we calculated a website’s global score by averaging its country ranks across all countries for which it appears in the top 2000 websites. For any country where the website was not included in the top 2000, we added a country rank of 2000 (the lowest possible rank).

We supplemented the ATS data with information about each website’s category, which indicates its purpose, such as whether it is an e-commerce site, a news provider, or social network. Our aim was to control for differences in website designs depending on their purpose [28]. The categories were obtained using the service WebShrinker [38], which uses machine learning and human feedback to categorize websites and has a distinct set of top level categories, such as shopping and news and media. Note that while the categories are included in our dataset, they are not fully reliable as numerous URLs are assigned to wrong categories. We therefore did not include them in our main analysis and instead relied on manually comparing whether the distribution of categories differed between countries (they only did so for a minority of countries).

There are several other options for obtaining the data needed for our study, such as the free and crowdsourced DMOZ database [15], the WhoIs records [37], NetCraft [39], or SimilarWeb [40]. However, these services either did not fulfill our requirements for obtaining the website diversity, popularity, and access times for each URL (Netcraft and WhoIs), or they lacked a rigorous methodology for ranking websites based on their popularity (SimilarWeb and DMOZ).

Image Metrics to Quantify Website Aesthetics
To enable comparisons between websites, we first took screenshots of all 88,000 website URLs in our dataset using the WebKit tool PhantomJS [23]. Around 10% of our URLs contained dynamic content, such as videos, which were not properly captured by PhantomJS. For these URLs, we retook the screenshots with SlimerJS [29], which renders the content in a real browser; the tool is therefore slower, but able to capture dynamic content. All screenshots were taken with a size of 1024x768. While this format does not capture the entire website as a user would see when scrolling down (or with a higher resolution), it enables us to compare the website designs using statistical image metrics, which would otherwise be flawed given the varying website lengths. A positive side effect of this choice is that it measures what most users see at first sight, which has been subject to numerous previous research studies [36, 35, 51, 50, 58].

To quantify the visual design of all websites in our dataset, we computed a set of 15 image metrics (listed in Table 1) for each screenshot using the algorithms provided by the open source project VizWeb [42]. For each screenshot, we calculated its perceived colorfulness and perceived visual complexity based on computational models first introduced in [51]. The outcome of this calculation is a score between 1 (lowest complexity/colorfulness) and 10 (highest complexity/colorfulness). Colorfulness and visual complexity are highly predictive of visual appeal [50]. They are also two design aspects that people notice at first sight [51].

The computational models of perceived colorfulness and perceived visual complexity were developed based on subjective ratings of website screenshots and can almost accurately predict a person’s perception of these design aspects [51]; the results of the models are therefore valuable to compare an overall design impression. To explain specific design differences between our websites in more detail, we supplemented these two metrics with additional image metrics from Reinecke et al. [51] used as independent variables in the models of perceived colorfulness and perceived visual complexity (listed in Table 1). This allowed us to derive design comparisons, such as “Websites in country X use more saturated colors than those in country Y”, which is more detailed than comparing their overall colorfulness.

From the 88,000 website URLs in our dataset, we removed 6,408 entries for which we could not obtain screenshots. We
then removed 689 entries for which we were unable to compute image metrics, resulting in a total number of 80,901 website screenshots along with their country-specific ranking and the computed image metrics. Of the 80,901 websites that we analyzed, 57% were represented in more than one country. Hence, the distinct count of URLs in our dataset is 37,856 (an average of 1,839 unique entries per country, sd = 100).

**Visual Comparison of Websites Between Countries**

While the image metrics described above enable us to empirically compare website designs, we additionally wanted to evaluate whether the results of the statistical analysis correspond to visually discernible differences between the website screenshots. To enable these additional analyses, we developed Juxtapose (http://juxtapose.labinthewild.org), an interactive design tool shown in Figure 1. Juxtapose’s main functionality is the comparison of website designs between two countries. Users can select specific image metrics and observe similarities and differences between these countries both with the help of summary statistics that the tool reports, and with the help of 20 website samples from each country. Researchers and designers can use Juxtapose to (1) further understand our statistical results by visually comparing websites between countries and according to different image metrics, (2) extend our results by analyzing differences between the websites of various countries not captured by our image metrics, and (3) gain inspiration for designing websites for specific countries.

**STUDY**

Using the dataset and our Juxtapose tool introduced in the previous section, we conducted a comparative analysis of website designs in 44 countries. Four underlying research questions guided our analysis:

1. How does the visual design of the 2,000 most popular websites differ across countries?
2. Do globally popular websites differ across countries?
3. How do local websites across countries differ from the average global website design?
4. How do local websites differ across countries?

**Analysis**

To answer our first question, how website designs differ across countries, we ran analyses over the entire dataset. While our dataset corresponds to the 2000 most popular websites per country, the average Internet user is likely only exposed to a small subset of these sites, since Internet users rarely visit more than 100 websites per month [9]. However, depending on a person’s interests, these 100 websites do not necessarily consist of the 100 most popular websites. Instead, a user could spend their time on generally less popular websites, or distribute his/her time between websites at the top and at the bottom of our dataset. We therefore employed a resampling technique to better represent a user’s experience on the web in a given country. We sampled the data 1,000 times per country. Each sample included 100 websites randomly drawn from the 2,000 websites per country, for which we then calculated the mean value for a given metric (e.g., for colorfulness). We computed a one-way ANOVA over the resampled dataset. To identify top differing country pairs, we conducted post-hoc analyses using Tukey’s tests for pairwise comparisons [59]. All p-values were adjusted for multiple hypotheses testing using Benjamini Hochberg correction [3]; effect sizes of our findings use Cohen’s $d$ [32]. Note that the resampling reduced variance in our dataset, increasing the effect sizes of differences between countries and likelihood of significance. We utilized our tool Juxtapose to observe visually salient differences of our analyses.

To answer our second question, we began by defining what constitutes a global website. The global score by itself does not tell us whether the website is truly global; in order to define this, we needed to find a threshold for the global score that defines the number of countries in which a website appears. To find this threshold, three authors from three different countries coded all website URLs with global vs. local based on their own knowledge of the sites and their brands and later resolved any discrepancies by discussing specific websites. The majority of global sites were identified to be among those that have a global score of 400 or less; hence, we define a global website as a website with a maximum score of 400. We conducted one-way ANOVAs to compare global players in each visual design metric between countries, and again applied a Benjamini Hochberg correction for multiple hypotheses testing.

We addressed question three, how local websites differ from an average global website design, by excluding all global websites from each country and collecting them into a separate
subset. We compared this subset (and its previously computed image metrics) against the local websites of each country using one-way ANOVAs and Tukey tests.

For question four, how local websites differ across countries, we resampled our dataset again with only local websites for each country and calculated one-way ANOVAs and Tukey tests on this resampled local dataset.

**Results**

**Differences in Website Designs**

Our first question asked how website designs differ across countries. The results from ANOVAs across the resampled dataset showed a significant variation of website designs between countries in the model scores for overall colorfulness ($F_{43,43956} = 834.55, p < .001$) and visual complexity ($F_{43,43956} = 931.26, p < .001$). Website designs also varied significantly across all image sub-metrics, as shown in Table 1. The results suggest that when looking at all top 2000 websites per country, website designs show statistically measurable differences in their colorfulness, visual complexity, and other sub-metrics.

To find out which countries have significantly different website designs, we conducted follow-up analyses using Tukey’s tests. The results revealed that 86% of all country pairs differed in average visual complexity and 87% for colorfulness. The fact that most countries, but not all, differed in their website complexity and colorfulness can also be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 also shows that the variation between website colorfulness and complexity between countries was less than 1 point on a 10-point scale. Irish websites had the lowest average visual complexity score ($m = 4.12, sd = 0.17$) and Russian websites had the highest ($m = 4.87, sd = 0.14, t_{1998} = -107.25, p < .0001, d = 4.80$). The large effect sizes and high number of significantly differing pairs was due to the reduced variance that resampling the dataset provided. For example, the previous comparison between the visual complexity of Irish and Russian websites on the original (not resampled) dataset had an effect size of $d = 0.47$. The difference was small enough that it was barely visually noticeable when comparing the websites around the mean scores from both countries using Juxtapose.

For colorfulness, the lowest average score was for websites in the Netherlands ($m = 2.78, sd = 0.10$) and the highest was for China ($m = 3.28, sd = 0.11, t_{1998} = 105.49, p < .0001, d = 4.62$). Again, the difference was small and barely visually noticeable when comparing the screenshots.

Part of the reason why these differences were not visually noticeable is that the colorfulness and complexity models factor in a variety of sub-metrics. Any differences between these sub-metrics can be balanced out by human perception. For example, when looking at a group of websites at once, the models may provide similar scores for websites that are all complex or colorful for different reasons, muddying the visual comparison due to differing scores on sub metrics within each screenshot. To find out which metrics provide the most visually noticeable differences between the website designs of different countries, we therefore turned to our sub-metrics. The sub-metric most visually noticeable in the context of visual complexity was number of text areas (see Figure 3), which measures the overall occurrence of text across an image [51]. The number of text areas positively impacts complexity scores, meaning the higher the average text area score, the more complex the website layout.

The number of text areas differed most between websites in Chile ($m = 64306.12, sd = 4561.85$) and China ($m = 91869.59, sd = 6572.84, t_{1998} = -108.94, p < .0001, d = 4.87$). The
Table 1. Overview of the results of ANOVAs. Column "all websites" reports on differences between the top 2,000 websites between countries; column "global websites" reports on differences between 3,551 websites that have global reach. The sub-metrics contribute to perceived visual complexity and colorfulness as found in the perceptual models in [51].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Metric</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>all websites (p &lt; .0001)</th>
<th>global websites (p &gt; .05, n.s.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual Complexity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived complexity score</td>
<td>predicted perceived visual complexity based on [51]</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 893.72$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3462} = 0.19$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of leaves</td>
<td>the number of leaves of a space-based decomposition</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 464.61$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.24$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of text areas</td>
<td>the number of leaves classified as text</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 1202.48$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.31$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-text areas</td>
<td>the number of leaves classified as non-text</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 420.86$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of text groups</td>
<td>the number of horizontal groups of text characters</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 898.41$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of image areas</td>
<td>the number of image areas (adjacent images count as one)</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 1705.94$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness [45]</td>
<td>average saturation of pixels as chroma divided by lightness</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 277.15$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.63$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hue</td>
<td>the average pixel value for hue in the HSV color space</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 516.65$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.17$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colorfulness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived colorfulness score</td>
<td>predicted perceived colorfulness based on [51]</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 763.75$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3642} = 0.40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>the average pixel value for saturation</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 509.47$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness [21]</td>
<td>measures the average color difference of pixels against grey</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 174.45$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.59$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of image areas</td>
<td>the number of separate images</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 1705.94$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of quadtree leaves</td>
<td>the number of leaves of a quadtree decomposition using minimum color entropy as a criterion for division</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 1569.79$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.72$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of text areas</td>
<td>the number of leaves classified as text</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 1202.48$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.31$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-text areas</td>
<td>the number of leaves classified as non-text based</td>
<td>$F_{43,43956} = 420.86$</td>
<td>$F_{43,3507} = 0.10$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most visually noticeable difference between sub metrics that contribute to the perceptual colorfulness model was saturation, which measures the average pixel value of saturation in an image [51], and is positively correlated with the perceptual colorfulness score. The countries whose websites differed most for saturation were South Korea ($m = 41.74$, sd $= 3.82$) and Brazil ($m = 57.12$, sd $= 4.34$, $t_{1998} = 84.09$, $p < .0001$, $d = 3.76$). Figure 4 compares South Korea and Brazil websites, showing that the average saturation of a site noticeably differs between the Brazilian websites (right) compared to the South Korean websites (left). Similar to China, South Korean websites also featured many more text areas (though the average number was slightly lower than that of Chinese websites) and more white space. Brazilian websites, in contrast, showed larger image areas and more saturated colors, albeit less so than the Chilean websites shown in Figure 3.

Our tool Juxtapose lists the average scores for all image metrics and for all countries in our dataset, enabling designers to look up specific differences between countries that they may choose to design for.

Differences Between Global Website Designs

Our second research question asked whether globally popular websites differ across countries. Using the criteria for global players described in the analysis section, we selected a subset of 3,551 websites to analyze.

On average, these global websites made up 4.45% (sd = 0.26%) of the top websites per country, with Japan having the highest percentage (5.26%) and Russia having the lowest (3.52%). The overall low fraction of global websites among popular websites in each country could suggest that global players do not dominate the web in any of our 44 countries; however, many of the global companies whose websites made the top 2,000 websites per country were near the top of these rankings. Global websites made up an average of 40.51% (sd = 9.02%) of the top 100 websites in each country. The Netherlands had the highest percentage, with 55.56% of its top 100 websites classified as global players, while Russia had the lowest with 15%. Given that the top 100 websites per country constitute the most popular websites with regards to their traffic, these higher percentages show that a decent portion of website traffic is occupied by global players in most of the countries analyzed.

The website designs of these global players did not significantly differ in their visual complexity ($F_{43,3462} = 0.19$, $p = 1.00$) or colorfulness ($F_{43,3462} = 0.40$, $p = 1.00$), nor were there any significant differences between the websites for any of the sub-metrics (see Table 1). These results suggest that although there are examples of international companies that localize their websites to specific countries, such as Adobe or SAS [27], the majority of global players do not adapt their website designs to other countries. For example, we did not observe any design changes between countries for the websites of Google and YouTube. Combined with our finding that these global websites predominantly ranked among the top 100 websites in each country, our result suggests that most users are exposed to the relatively homogeneous website designs of global companies on a regular basis.

Countries that differ from Global Design

Our third question asked how countries’ local websites differ from the average global website design. If we found countries with websites that differed from the overall global websites, this would suggest that some countries buck a global design trend. We selected all global websites and combined them into a single subset. The country samples were reduced to only include locally popular websites and compared to the subset which represents a global website design average. This analysis was made on the original, not resampled, dataset in order to make accurate comparisons to percentage statistics.
Figure 3. Comparison of a random sample of websites from Chile and China. Websites shown have roughly the same number of text areas as the average website from Chile (left, m = 64306.12, se = 1104.03) and China (right, m = 91869.59, se = 1571.99). Error bars show the standard errors.

Russia (m = 4.90, sd = 1.50) was the top country whose websites differed from the global subset (m = 4.21, sd = 1.45) in visual complexity (t_{1945} = −4.20, p < .01, d = 0.46). The second top differing country in website visual complexity was China (m = 4.89, sd = 1.75, t_{1540} = 4.89, p < .01, d = 0.39). In average number of text areas, Chinese websites (m = 92924.89, sd = 64576.13) also differed significantly from the global subset (m = 66184.76, sd = 45642.03, t_{1731} = 5.09, p < .0001, d = 0.42), although no other countries did. Russia and China also scored among the countries with the lowest number of global players in their top 100 most popular websites. Russia was first with 15% of global players in the top 100 websites, and China second with 20%.

Differences Between Local Website Designs

Our final question asked how local websites differ across countries. To look at only local websites, we excluded all global player websites when resampling our database.

Local websites differed significantly in visual complexity (F_{43,43956} = 957.02, p < .0001) and colorfulness (F_{43,43956} = 833.63, p < .0001). The top differing country pair for visual complexity was Ireland (m = 4.12, sd = 0.17) and Russia (m = 4.90, sd = 0.15, t_{1998} = −110.04, p < .0001, d = 4.92). For colorfulness, the top differing pair was the Netherlands (m = 2.79, sd = 0.11) and China (m = 3.30, sd = 0.11, t_{1998} = 108.59, p < .0001, d = 4.86). The differences were again relatively small (less than 1 point on a 10-point scale for both colorfulness and visual complexity). However, while the overall perceived colorfulness and visual complexity were similar, local websites in different countries strongly vary between their number of text areas, images areas, and saturation.

Local websites also differed significantly in saturation (F_{43,43956} = 582.72, p < .0001) and average number of text areas (F_{43,43956} = 1273.10, p < .0001). The countries whose websites differed most for saturation were South Korea (m = 40.68, sd = 3.62) and Argentina (m = 57.41, sd = 4.36, t_{1998} = 93.39, p < .0001, d = 4.18). For saturation, the countries whose websites differed most were Chile (m = 64488.22,
The similar results to the overall website comparison were expected due to the relatively small global subset excluded (only an average of 4.45% of each country’s websites). The results strengthen our previous findings that differences exist between countries’ website design and show that they are mainly driven by differences between the designs of local websites. In contrast, global websites are a homogenized, but popular, subset within each country’s diverse set of website designs.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The aim of this paper was to provide a snapshot of current website designs comparing 44 countries. In particular, we investigated whether designers should localize their websites, and if yes, which design elements they should adapt to local preferences. In the following, we discuss our main findings:

**Design localization is needed between some countries:** Our results indicate that design localization is needed between some countries, but that there are a number of countries with relatively similar website designs. This also suggests that the decision to perform design localization needs to be made on a case-by-case basis; if a Chilean designer aims to localize for the Irish market, they might not have to change the number of text areas given that both of these countries were found to have low number of text areas. However, if the same designer localizes for the South Korean, Japanese, or Chinese markets, for example, the differences are much more profound and addressing them will enable the localized designs to blend in with the local design trends. According to Reinecke et al. [51], such adaptations can result in a significant increase in visual appeal, making the localized website more likely to be perceived as trustworthy and usable by local users.

Interestingly, we found that the websites from culturally similar countries (e.g., anglo-saxon, European, or East Asian countries) are often similar in their visual complexity, colorfulness, number of text areas, and saturation. For example, Japan, China, and South Korea usually ranked close together on various image metrics, such as the number of text areas (high), the average saturation of colors (low), or the visual complexity (high). Websites from the United States, New Zealand, and Australia were among those with the highest saturation (along with Brazil and Argentina) and scored among the middle of all countries for visual complexity and number of text areas. This is similar to the findings in Reinecke and Gajos [50] who showed that neighboring countries often share similar visual preferences for certain website designs. In addition, our results show that visual preferences often go hand in hand with local website designs. For example, according to [50], the average Chilean prefers a visual complexity of 4.56, which closely matches the average visual complexity of the top 2000 websites in Chile (4.55). However, in other cases, our results show a mismatch between people’s website design preferences and the website designs that they are exposed to. For example, Russians were found to prefer websites with a very low visual complexity [50]. In contrast, our findings show that Russian websites are those with the highest visual complexity in our dataset. It is possible that Russians actually prefer simple websites but that this is not reflected in local design trends. If this is the case, users might not be provided with websites that they find most appealing, most trustworthy, and usable [35], and website owners might forgo the chance to optimize the success of their site. More work is needed to further shed light on these differences between a country’s average visual appeal and its average website design.

**The number of text areas and the average saturation of colors reveal clear visual differences between countries:** While there are statistically significant differences between the website designs of all 44 countries that we analyzed in numerous design metrics, we especially found visually discernible differences between the number of text areas and the average saturation of colors. These variations were most noticeable between China and Chile (with China’s websites exhibiting a significantly higher number of text areas than Chile) and between Brazil and South Korea (with Brazilian websites having a significantly higher average saturation of colors than South Korean websites).

Variations between websites’ overall colorfulness and visual complexity (as computed by perceptual models first presented in [51]) across countries were relatively small, with the largest difference being less than one point on a 10-point scale. While previous work showed that even a 0.5-point difference between a website’s perceived colorfulness and visual complexity can have a large positive or negative impact on a person’s first impression of a website’s visual appeal [51, 50], we were nevertheless surprised to find relatively small differences between website designs across many countries. This result suggests that there are only few countries that buck an international design trend. The finding is in contrast to those of prior work (e.g. [41, 19]), which has repeatedly found larger differences between website designs in different countries. There are two possible explanations for the divergences in results: First, while prior work has manually annotated websites to compare their designs, we used computational image metrics, which might be more robust to human bias, but less sensitive to picking up on design differences. Second, website designs might be homogenizing. This could be due to the increasing presence of templates and frameworks, such as Twitter’s bootstrap, or because designers might increasingly draw inspiration from globally popular designs. For example, in line with theories on the priming effects of frequent exposure to website designs [20, 8, 7, 61], the presence of common website designs might decrease design diversity over time. In general, prior work has found that website design undergoes trends [7, 18]. We therefore assume that website designs follow these trends independent of country borders, with the exception of a few countries in which the websites remain fairly isolated in their own design.

**The designs of global websites are relatively similar across countries:** We also found that most users are exposed to the relatively homogeneous website designs of global companies, which often rank among the top 100 websites in each country. These global players dominate the popularity ranking in most countries, making up an average of 40.51% of the top 100
websites in each country. Their designs do not significantly differ when looking at any of our image metrics, such as visual complexity, colorfulness, number of text areas, or saturation. This indicates a homogenized, globally popular, website design. Comparing example screenshots, we found that many of these globally popular websites, such as Google, YouTube, or Reddit, do not localize their design. Their global reach and popularity, while evidently ignoring country-specific aesthetic preferences, suggests that potential benefits of design localization might be outperformed by brand recognition and network effects.

The websites in countries with the lowest percentage of global players differ most from global design trends: When comparing the design metrics of all countries with the subset of global players, we found that only websites in China and Russia were significantly different from global designs in their visual complexity—the two countries that also had the lowest percentage of global players (around 3.52% of the top 2000 websites for Russia and 4.39% for China). Both of these countries are known for internet censorship [60, 11]; additionally, China has increasingly invested in efforts to retain local customs and arts, such as by supporting local artists and companies. Our findings indicate that decreasing the number of global website designs—such as through censorship, reducing the number of foreign business, or supporting local businesses—increases the diversity of local designs. In these environments, any priming effects from frequent exposure to website designs or designers following specific design trends might strengthen local designs.

Limitations and Future Work
Our study has several limitations: First, we were unable to obtain robust website category data. While we ensured that all countries had similar percentages of specific website categories (by manually checking the dataset), there is a chance that some of the detected differences are due to diverging fractions of categories (e.g., one country having a higher number of news paper sites than entertainment sites) rather than due to actual design differences. In addition, we cannot make predictions on the average website design in a given category and how they might differ across countries. Second, we defined local websites as those that do not have a global reach, thereby excluding global websites even if they might be considered as local designs in a specific country (e.g., Google in the US). In some countries, this can slightly change the average website design scores that we report on. Third, we did not include additional characteristics, such as the origin of a website, the default language, or the market the website aims at, which could further help to investigate local design preferences.

Our results also laid the foundation for much future work. Because we focused on comparing website designs in various countries, our study did not enable us to additionally evaluate whether these website designs do in fact correspond to people’s visual preferences. We hope to use our website dataset to investigate whether these websites align with people’s visual preferences, and to find out about potential reasons for why they might not.

In addition, future work could extend existing attempts to understand how website design changes over time [7, 31, 18] by conducting longitudinal analyses of design diversity for the most popular websites around the world. Monitoring how diversity is affected by the (presumably increasing numbers of) designs of global players could indicate whether design localization is a promising investment, or if people align more and more with a global design taste. Our snapshot of current website designs lays the foundation for such analyses.

Based on our dataset, it is also possible to investigate country-specific design elements and characteristics beyond the image metrics that we used for our analysis, such as the content of images, or the location of specific design elements. This could result in more fine-grained design guidelines and add to our results as well as to prior research (e.g., [1, 41]) by providing designers with guidelines and templates for the creation of localized website designs.

CONCLUSION
We contributed a large-scale analysis of current website designs in 44 countries. Our results demonstrate that website designs significantly differ between countries, and that these differences are predominantly driven by variations in the designs of local websites. In contrast, global websites that are popular in a number of different countries often do not localize their designs.

Our work allows designers to determine whether to adapt their website to another country and how to do that. In order to support these decisions, we provided findings that suggest when it is worthwhile adapting (e.g., to appear more “local” in a given country), a dataset that includes tangible image metrics that can serve as design guidelines, and a tool that allows visually comparing websites from our 44 countries. These guidelines, orchestrated with other important website localization aspects, like translation, content, image composition, color interpretation, and symbols, will point designers into the direction of successful solutions.

Our contributions will help designers engage with target audiences across the world, and adapt in an ever changing online ecosystem of local and global aesthetics.

DATASET AND TOOL
We make available our dataset and tool at http://juxtapose.labinthewild.org.
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